
07 BREAKFAST
02 LUNCH
04 DINNER

  Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam, Giethoorn,
Cologne, Heidelburg & Zurich

10D7N
CENTRAL EUROPE

FRANCE

EUCDGZ

GERMANY
 

BELGIUM

SWITZERLAND

4 STAR HOTEL

HIGHLIGHTS:
Maasmechelen Village
Giethoorn Village 
Bitterballen Dinner
Pork Knuckle Lunch
French Dinner with Wine

NETHERLAND

https://www.facebook.com/DesignerOutletRoermond/


                Singapore ✈ Paris DAY 1

               ParisDAY 2

               Paris       DAY 3

               Paris - BrusselsDAY4

               Brussels - AmsterdamDAY 5

               Amsterdam DAY 6

     PARIS

     AMSTERDAM

     BRUSSELS

 Arc de Triomphe (Photo Stop)
Champs Elysees (Drive Pass)
Place De La Concorde (Drive Pass)
Lourve Museum & Lourve Pyramid (Drive Pass)
Eiffel Tower (Photo Stop)
Galleries Lafayette

Free Day

Manneken Pis
The Grand Place

Maasmechelen Village

Arc De Triompe The Grand Place Cologne cathedral

(D)

(B)

(B/D)

(B/L/D)

 French Dinner with Wine 
Included

Assemble at Changi Airport
Eiffel Tower - is an iron lattice tower located on the Champ de Mars in Paris. It was
named after the engineer Gustave Eiffel, whose company designed and built the tower.
Arc de triomphe - is one of the most famous monuments in Paris. It's honours those who
fought and died for France in the French Revolutionary and the Napoleonic Wars, with
the names of all French victories and generals inscribed on its inner and outer surfaces.
Beneath its vault lies the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier from World War I.

 

Manneken Pis - is a landmark 61 cm bronze fountain sculpture in central Brussels,
Belgium, depicting a puer mingens or naked little boy urinating into the fountain's basin.
The Grand Place - is the central square of Brussels, It is surrounded by opulent Baroque
guildhalls of the former Guilds of Brussels and two larger edifices. 

 Pork Knuckle Lunch 
Included

 
(B)

Giethoorn Village
Zaanse Schans
Dam Square
Amsterdam canal cruise
Diamond Factory (Shopping)

Canal cruises in Amsterdam -  are a great way to experience the landscape, history
and culture. Take an Amsterdam boat tour and watch the scenery glide past.
Giethoorn Village - is a mostly car-free village. It’s known for its boat-filled
waterways, footpaths, bicycle trails and centuries-old thatched-roof houses.
Zaanse Schans - is a neighborhood in the Dutch town of Zaandam, near Amsterdam.
Historic windmills and distinctive green wooden houses were relocated here to recreate
the look of an 18th/19th-century village.
Dam Square - is a town square in Amsterdam, the capital of the Netherlands. Its
notable buildings and frequent events make it one of the best-known and most
important locations in the city and the country.

 Bitterballen 
Dinner Included Giethoorn Village

Amsterdam Canal Cruise

https://www.facebook.com/DesignerOutletRoermond/


               Amsterdam - Cologne -               
Heidelberg

DAY 7

               Zurich ✈ Singapore     DAY 9

              Singapore     
DAY
10

(B/D)

               Heidelberg - Zurich     DAY 8 

 

Comfortably rest 7 nights at 4-star
hotel throughout the tour

Disclaimer: Due to Covid-19 travel restrictions, local / religious festivals, public holidays, weather condition, transport technical issue, acts of nature, Search Travel
reserved the right to alter the sequence or change, amend or alter the itinerary if necessary, with or without prior notice.

Remark: There will be no refund or replacement if the tour logistic affected by the above issue. All pictures are for illustration purpose only

(B/L)

(B)

 

 7 Breakfast / 2 Lunch
& 4 Dinner

Palace Versailles + Seine River
Cruise + Shopping + Chinese Lunch      
Euro 112
Moulin Rouge   Euro 159(Seasonal)

Additional activities that complement
your holidays will be at your own
discretion and is entirely optional       .
• Minimum group size may apply. 

Optional Tours

Tipping € 100 per person

 For Reservation or any other further
enquiries , pls kindly contact our staff 

(B)

Transfer to Zurich Airport

Heidelberg Market Square
Heidelberg Palace (Photo Stop)
Bahnhofstrassee

Heidelberg Market Square Zurich

(B/D)
     HEIDELBERG

     ZURICH
Bahnhofstrassee -  is Zürich's main downtown street and one of the world's most
expensive and exclusive shopping avenues.

Market Square - is one of Heidelberg's oldest squares and is a lively area with shops,
restaurants, and historic buildings. Market Square is dominated by the impressive
Church of the Holy Spirit. The square is also home to Town Hall and several residences.
Heidelberg Castle - is a ruin in Germany and landmark of Heidelberg. Nestled in the
hill 300 feet above the city of Heidelberg stands the breath-taking Heidelberg Castle

Rhine Falls

Cologne Old Town
Pixie's Fountain
Cologne cathedral

     COLOGNE
Old Town - contains narrow, cobbled lanes. Many houses in various colors line the
streets.
Pixie's Fountain - an iconic Cologne landmark with an intriguing backstory. 
Cologne Cathedral - is a World Heritage Site and host to the Shrine of the Three Kings.
It's also is a major attraction for tourists and pilgrims.

 
Cologne cathedral
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